Time Travel Cruise

PROJECT

50pts

Description:
By the year 3150 time travel is a reality and it is big business. Huge and powerful Time Travel Corporations
have created enormous time-traveling starships to send tourists on cruises back in time. People can see the
prehistoric times, the French Revolution or World War I as they were actually happening! Of course the
tourists cannot influence history in any way – in fact they are just observers of the past. But it is still a very
exciting and educational experience. It is a vacation one never forgets!
You are the head of one of the main Time Travel Agencies in the year 3150. Your task is to design a 12-day
long vacation itinerary of a time-cruise to any time stretching back as far as the Ancient Era (back to 4,500
B.C.) to the 21st Century A.D. (2010s). Because of the limits & dangerous instabilities of our phase quantum
engines you are bound within certain time parameters. You cannot go back further than 4,500 B.C. and you
cannot travel later than the 2010s A.D. To do so would rip a hole in space-time fields and
leave you lost forever!

Directions:
Your space-time trip is to be a 12 day jumping cycle.
To plan out your trip time-periods you must
do the following:
1. You must choose 12 different dates in time to go
to. (No one likes a short vacation. Give the people something they will remember!)
2. You must choose specific places, people and/or events that existed, lived or happened at that time.
3. You must explain a minimum of 5 of the events in writing for why you chose them! Why are they
important? MINIMUM OF 5 SENTENCES FOR EACH!
4. You cannot have all 12 jumps be in the same era! You must have at least one in every time period
between the years 4,500 B.C. and 2010s A.D. (Don’t plan out a boring vacation for the tourists! Take
them to different places to see different people and events!)
5. You must draw a time-line and plot those specific dates and events/people/places on it (The tourists
must have a visual of the time jumps they will be going to)
6. You must draw/cut out/paint/paste pictures that represent at least 5 of the places/people/events you
chose! (Tourists like to “see” the places they are going so they can be sparked with intrigue!)
7. You can use poster boards or copy paper to do this project. You can past/glue/staple sheets
together!
8. You must calculate the amount of time between each time jump (How many years between each jump
gives the tourists a sense of excitement of where they are going and how far they are from the present!)
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Name: ___________________________

Project Rubric

Chronological
Accuracy

Period: ________

Unacceptable

Needs Improvement

Dates and spacing not
consistent at all. Events
not separated. Very
hard to read.

Dates and spacing somewhat Dates and spacing mostly
consistent. Events not
consistent. Events separated.
separated. Hard to read.
Still easy to read.

Dates and spacing are
consistent. Events separated.
Easy to read.

12

16

0

Visual
Presentation
& Appeal

No organization. Shows
no time or effort.
Disorganized. No
images used.

0

Event
Descriptions

Overall
Communication
& Creativity

No descriptions of
major events. No detail.

Meets Expectations

10
Some organization. Shows
some time and effort. But
there is some clear
disorganization. Limited
images with little clarity.
10
Some of the events have
been described as to why
they are significant. Others
were not clearly described.

Above Expectations

Overall well organized.
Shows good use of time and
effort. Good use of images.
Images connect to event/time
and can be clearly seen.
12

15

The required minimum of 5
events have been described
clearly as to their importance.

Highly & critically thought
out why the events on the
timeline are event significant.
Went above and beyond by
explaining more than 5.
16

0

10

12

Overall there is little to
no clarity (visual and
written). No creativity.
Cannot be clearly
understood.

Overall some clarity (visual
and written). Some creative
features. Understood clearly
in most parts. Some
disorganization.

Overall clearly understood.
(visually and written). Clear
organization, use of images,
and good creativity.

0

10

14

Overall Score: __________

Extremely organized. Many
visuals. Shows a lot of time &
thought. Visually appealing
& engaging. More events
have images than required.

Excellent clarity &
presentation (visually and
written). Clearly thought out.
Much time spent on it. Great
original creativity!
18

